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Intraslab Stresses in the Cascadia Subduction Zone from Inversion

of Earthquake Focal Mechanisms

by Ikuko Wada,* Stéphane Mazzotti, and Kelin Wang

Abstract At the Cascadia subduction zone, intraslab earthquakes occur mostly in
the northern part of the margin and its southern end, the Mendocino triple junction
(MTJ). We determine intraslab stress orientations by inverting earthquake focal me-
chanisms and develop working hypotheses to explain the inferred intraslab stresses
and observed seismicity. Our inversion results show that the subducting Juan de Fuca
(JDF) slab in northern Cascadia is primarily under compression normal to the slab
surface and tension in the downdip direction, most likely controlled by the net slab
pull. An exception is a northernmost shallow region near the Nootka fault zone where
the state of stress is dominated by nearly east–west tension. We hypothesize that the
shear force on the Nootka fault zone and margin-parallel mantle resistance to slab
motion induce the east–west tension in this region. Near the MTJ, stresses in the
JDF plate are dominated by north–south compression down to about 20 km depth,
consistent with a strong push by the Pacific plate from south of the Mendocino trans-
form fault, but the deeper part of the slab shows downdip-tension, similar to northern
Cascadia. Deviatoric stresses in the JDF slab appear to be very low, resulting in very
low intraslab seismicity. In comparison with northern Cascadia, the stresses in most of
southern Cascadia are even lower, resulting in nearly no intraslab seismicity.

Online Material: Earthquake focal mechanism data.

Introduction

At the Cascadia subduction zone, the young (4–11Ma at
the deformation front) Juan de Fuca (JDF) plate subducts
obliquely beneath the North America plate at ∼40 mm=yr
(DeMets et al., 1990, Wilson, 1993; DeMets et al., 1994)
(Fig. 1). Intraslab earthquakes occur in northern Cascadia
to a maximum depth of ∼90 km. Their occurrence is not
as frequent as in most other subduction zones, but they
are responsible for most of the earthquake-related damage
in this region over the past century. The most recent dama-
ging event of this type is theMw 6.8 Nisqually earthquake of
2001. In contrast, intraslab earthquakes are nearly absent in
southern Cascadia except near the Mendocino triple junction
(MTJ). The intriguing along-strike variation in intraslab seis-
micity has been an outstanding issue in both geodynamics
research and earthquake hazard analysis at this margin.

The occurrence of intraslab earthquakes appears to
require both stresses and elevated pore fluid pressure. The
former causes faults to fail, and the latter, which can be pro-
duced by thermally controlled slab dehydration, causes the

failure to be brittle and seismic (Kirby et al., 1996; Hacker
et al., 2003). Dehydration of the slab at shallower depths due
to the warmer state of the slab as a result of a slightly slower
subduction rate has been proposed to explain the paucity of
intraslab earthquakes in southern Cascadia (e.g., Wong,
2005). However, intraslab earthquakes occur in the northern-
most part of Cascadia, where the slab is even warmer than in
most of southern Cascadia because of its very young age
(<6 Ma) (Wilson, 1988, 1993). Therefore, the primary cause
of the along-strike variation in intraslab seismicity is unlikely
to be a difference in the metamorphic state of the slab and is
expected to be a difference in the state of stress.

The state of stress in the subducting slab can generally be
inferred from focal mechanisms of intraslab earthquakes. In
Cascadia, however, such inferences were previously made
only in a few selected small areas. In this study, we compile
existing and newly determined focal mechanism solutions for
intraslab earthquakes from the entire Cascadia margin and
apply a newly available inversion method to the solutions.
We then propose some working hypotheses to explain the
inferred intraslab stresses and the distribution of intraslab seis-
micity including the north–south contrast. Examining intra-
slab stresses from the whole-margin perspective, especially
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when linked to knowledge obtained by previous studies of the
stress state of the unsubducted part of the JDF plate (e.g.,
Wang et al., 1997), leads to a better understanding of the
plate-scale geodynamics.

Determination of Stress Orientations

Stress Inversion Method

Several existing inversion algorithms estimate the orien-
tations of the maximum, intermediate, and minimum princi-
pal stress axes: σ1, σ2, and σ3, respectively, and the stress
magnitude ratio R � �σ1 � σ2�=�σ1 � σ3�, using a suite of
focal mechanisms from a given source region. The funda-
mental concept embedded in all these methods is that σ1

and σ3 lie in the compressional and dilatational quadrants,
respectively, of a focal mechanism (McKenzie, 1969). When
there is little variation in the population of focal mechanisms,
due possibly to a single prevailing orientation of preexisting

zones of weakness, the solution is not well constrained. In-
verting very similar focal mechanisms is almost equivalent
to inverting one focal mechanism. Therefore, diverse fault
plane orientations are required. An important assumption
made in the inversion is that the stress field is uniform over
the source region spanned by the data set. The choice of the
size of the source region thus needs to be carefully made.

Stress orientations determined by using different algo-
rithms on the same data set are generally in good mutual
agreement (e.g., Hardebeck and Hauksson, 2001). Two com-
monly used algorithms are the grid search inversion algorithm
of Gephart and Forsyth (1984) and the linear inversion algo-
rithm of Michael (1984, 1987). Gephart and Forsyth’s (1984)
method allows fault plane orientations to be adjusted within
an error range during the inversion and selects a fault plane
from the two nodal planes of each solution. However, when
the method is tested with synthetic data sets, the confidence
regions of the solutions are found to be too large (Hardebeck
and Hauksson, 2001), and the R value may be poorly deter-
mined (Kastrup et al., 2004). Michael’s (1984, 1987) method
assumes no errors in fault plane orientations and uses both
nodal planes of the focal mechanisms. The confidence region
of the solution is determined through statistical bootstrapping.
It is reported to give better defined confidence regions and
more reasonable R values (Hardebeck and Hauksson, 2001).

In the present study, we use the Bayesian parameter
estimation method of Arnold and Townend (2007). In com-
parison with other algorithms, its advantages include the
incorporation of uncertainties in the focal mechanism solu-
tions, a statistical treatment of nodal plane ambiguity, and a
weak constraint imposed on the stress tensor by a population
of similar focal mechanisms in a suite. This method yields a
joint 4-D a posteriori probability density function (PDF) of
the three Euler angles (ϕS, θS, ψS,) of the stress tensor and the
R value. In this study, uniform probability distribution is
assumed for the three Euler angles over their respective
maximum possible ranges as a priori information, and a
Matrix-Fisher distribution is assumed for errors in focal
mechanism solutions. The results are illustrated by using
a lower-hemisphere projection of contours of the marginal
probability density of the three principal stress axes. The
tightness of the contours depicts how well the stress orienta-
tion is constrained. The mean and the mode (i.e., the max-
imum value of a PDF) for each principal stress axis obtained
from the 4-D PDF are also plotted on the projection. Arnold
and Townend (2007) explain that large disagreement be-
tween the mode and the mean is indicative of the precision
(i.e., the tightness of the contours) of the estimated stress or-
ientations being not justified by the data. Two separate mar-
ginal a posteriori PDFs of the strike and the dip of each axis
will also be plotted for some of our results.

Focal Mechanism Solutions

For the determination of intraslab stress orientations
in northern Cascadia, we used both moment-tensor and

Figure 1. The Juan de Fuca (JDF) plate system. Hollow arrows
indicate plate motions relative to North America (DeMets et al.,
1990; Wilson, 1993; DeMets et al., 1994). The direction of the ab-
solute motion of the JDF plate is similar to that relative to North
America (Gripp and Gordon, 2002). NFZ: Nootka fault zone.
MTJ: Mendocino triple junction. SAF: San Andreas fault. Solid tri-
angles represent volcanic centers. Thin solid lines are slab surface
contours of McCrory et al. (2004), with the depth indicated in
kilometers. Stress orientations were determined for four regions,
A, B, C, and D, bounded by dashed lines, by using earthquakes
in the JDF plate shown by open circles. The number of events
in each region is shown in parentheses. The dotted lines labeled
as a, b, c, and d indicate the profile lines of cross-sections for
regions A, B, C, and D, respectively, shown in Figure 2.
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first-motion focal mechanism solutions that had been deter-
mined by various research groups (Fig. 1). The moment-
tensor solutions consist of those determined by Ristau (2004)
and H. Kao (2008, personal communication) for eight intra-
slab events during 1994–2003 and those determined by the
Oregon State University for five events during 1994–1998
(see the Data and Resources section). These solutions are for
events of M ≥ 3:8 except for two smaller ones (M 2.9 and
3.5) determined by H. Kao (2008, personal communication).
The first-motion focal solutions are primarily for smaller
earthquakes and consist of 40 solutions of Ma et al. (1996)
for events during 1980–1985, 163 of the Pacific Northwest
Seismograph Network (PNSN) for events during 1972–2007
(see the Data and Resources section), and 28 of Bolton
(2003) for events during 1985–2001. The PNSN quality level
ranges from 0 for the best quality to 1 for the worst quality.
We used those with quality values no greater than 0.1. Those
PNSN solutions that overlapped with the 13 moment-tensor
solutions were excluded. If two or more first-motion solu-
tions were available for the same event, we kept one solution
in the order of precedence of Ma et al. (1996), PNSN, and
Bolton (2003). The PNSN and Bolton (2003) solutions were
obtained as part of the routine processing of seismic-network
data, but the solutions by Ma et al. (1996) went through a
more rigorous research process.

We augmented the northern Cascadia data set by deter-
mining first-motion focal mechanism solutions for other
intraslab earthquakes recorded by the Canadian National
Seismic-Network during 2003–2006. We used the FPFIT
program (Reasenberg and Oppenheimer, 1985), which is a
widely used program to determine focal mechanisms from
P-wave first-motion polarity data through grid search inver-
sion. Out of 24 events with sufficient station coverage, 18 of
them yielded convergent and well-constrained solutions. In-
cluding the 18 newly determined solutions, the total number
of focal mechanism solutions in our northern Cascadia data
set is 272. For the 272 focal mechanism data,Ⓔ see Table E1
in the electronic supplement to this article.

There is little intraslab seismicity in southern Cascadia
except near the MTJ. For the determination of intraslab stress
orientations near the MTJ, we used the 71 focal mechanism
solutions provided by the National Earthquake Information
Center (NEIC), U.S. Geological Survey (see the Data and
Resources section, and Ⓔ Table E2 in the electronic supple-
ment to this article). The MTJ data set includes many events
in the JDF plate seaward as well as landward of the deforma-
tion front, allowing a comparison of intraplate stresses before
and after subduction. This is in contrast with northern
Cascadia, where few earthquakes occur in the JDF plate prior
to subduction although numerous events occur along its
northern edge, the Nootka Fault Zone (NFZ), and in the
Explorer plate farther north (Fig. 1).

For the inversion, we divided the northern Cascadia sub-
duction zone into three regions, A, B, and C, in accordance
with the strike and dip of the subducting JDF slab and called
the MTJ area region D (Fig. 1). The number of focal mech-

anism solutions used in each region is shown in Figure 1, and
the cross-sectional view of event distribution in each region
is shown in Figure 2. None of the events we use are interplate
earthquakes. Most of the events are much deeper than the
seismogenic depth of the Cascadia megathrust (Fig. 2), and
none of the shallow ones shows a thrust mechanism.

The Bayesian inversion approach employed in this work
requires the uncertainties in the focal mechanism data to be
collectively specified using an average value. The uncer-
tainty value controls the preciseness of the fit of the inversion
to the focal mechanism solutions. Uncertainties are not
always specified for individual focal mechanism solutions
from Cascadia, and we cannot readily derive an average un-
certainty from these data. Through numerical testing, Arnold
and Townend (2007) found it appropriate to use an average
uncertainty of 20° in the strike, dip, and rake of the focal
mechanism solutions for the type of a priori information
on the unknown stress tensors explained in the preceding
section. They showed that an uncertainty of 10° would over-
emphasize the data fit and produce unreasonable results for
the stresses. Most of the focal mechanisms we use are first-
motion solutions derived in the same way as those used by
Arnold and Townend (2007). Therefore, one logical option

Figure 2. Cross-sections along-strike-normal profile lines, a, b,
c, and d, shown in Figure 1 for region A, B, C, and D, respectively,
showing the distribution of intraslab earthquakes (open circles)
within each region used in the present study. A dashed line indicates
the slab surface of McCrory et al. (2004) along the respective profile
line. The shape of the slab surface slightly varies along-strike within
each region; therefore, the hypocenters of some intraslab earth-
quakes are projected slightly above the dashed line.
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for the present study is to follow Arnold and Townend (2007)
and use an uncertainty of 20°.

Because there are relatively few intraslab earthquakes in
Cascadia compared with most other subduction zones, we
cannot afford to be too restrictive in selecting events for
our stress inversion. This is the reason why we have included
some small events from the routine-processing results given
by the PNSN catalog and Bolton (2003). To provide a qua-
litative assessment of the quality of the routine-processing
solutions, we compare the 39 events in our compilation for
which focal mechanism solutions were given by both PNSN
and a different research team (Fig. 3). The solutions shown in
Figure 3b are used for our inversion; the PNSN solutions in
Figure 3a are not used, but are displayed here for the purpose
of comparison (for focal mechanism data, seeⒺ Table E3 in
the electronic supplement to this article). A visual inspection
of Figure 3 shows that although the two solutions agree for
most of the events, there is significant disagreement for some
of these events. We attribute the disagreement to errors in the
PNSN solutions and assume that errors in the solutions by
Bolton (2003) are at least at this level. To account for the
potentially larger errors in the routine-processing solutions,
we decided to invert the Cascadia data using a more conser-
vative uncertainty of 30° as well as the 20° value recom-
mended by Arnold and Townend (2007). However, it will
be shown in the following section that the inversion results
do not strongly depend on which of the two uncertainty
values is used.

Inversion Results

We first present results for the three regions in northern
Cascadia. The lower-hemisphere projection of the compres-
sional (P) and tensional (T) axes of focal mechanisms for the
three regions are shown in the first two columns of Figure 4.

For each region, we inverted the focal mechanism solu-
tions assuming 20° and 30° uncertainties. The results, also
shown in Figure 4, indicate that the two uncertainty assump-
tions yield similar stress orientations and R values. The con-
tours are more spread out if a 30° uncertainty is assumed,
reflecting the lower precision of the data. With either the
20° or 30° uncertainty, the mean and mode of the probability
distribution for each axis are in close agreement within each
region, although the agreement for region A is slightly worse
if a 20° uncertainty is assumed. The results indicate that the
stress orientations are well defined and the precision of their
probability distributions well justified by the data with either
uncertainty. Discussion in the rest of this paper will be based
on results obtained with the 20° uncertainty.

Although discussions in this paper are based on results
obtained using the Bayesian inversion method, we inverted
the same data for the three northern regions also using Mi-
chael’s (1984, 1987) linear inversion method in order to offer
a comparison of our results with those by a more commonly
used method. For the three regions, the stress orientations
determined with the Bayesian inversion method are consis-

tent with those determined with Michael’s method (Fig. 4).
The use of both nodal planes in Michael’s method may result
in greater uncertainties, but the 95% confidence regions de-
termined by Michael’s method are comparable to the 95%
confidence intervals of the marginal PDFs of the azimuth
and plunge of each stress axis shown in Figure 5. The R
values determined by the two methods differ by up to
0.34 (region C), indicating the limitation of one or both
of the methods in determining the R value. Inconsistent R
values determined by different inversion methods were also
noted in other studies (e.g., Hardebeck and Hauksson, 2001;
Kastrup et al., 2004). In the case of a large difference

Figure 3. Comparisons of focal mechanisms provided by
PNSN and other research teams for the 39 events for which both
PNSN and non-PNSN solutions are available. (a) PNSN solutions.
Each solution is labeled with the event number for this comparison
and event magnitude. For focal mechanism data, seeⒺ Table E3 in
the electronic supplement to this article. (b) Non-PNSN solutions.
These solutions were used in our stress inversion, and the data are
included in Ⓔ Table E1 in the electronic supplement. Events 1–29
are the first-motion solutions by Ma et al. (1996); events 30–32 are
the moment-tensor solutions by the Oregon State University; events
33–38 are the moment-tensor solutions by Ristau (2004); and event
39 is the first-motion solution determined in the present study.
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between the R values determined by the Bayesian and
Michael’s methods, we limit our discussion to stress orienta-
tions only.

In region A, the orientation of σ3 is nearly east–west
(Fig. 4), similar to the results of Bolton (2003), who used
Michael’s method with a smaller set of focal mechanism
solutions. The σ1 and σ2 orientations are poorly defined,
as shown by their widely spread contours in Figure 4 and
the broad marginal PDFs of their azimuths and plunges in
Figure 5. The relatively small R value of 0.1–0.2 indicates
that the two stresses are very similar in magnitude and much
larger than σ3. The elongated shape and the overlap of the
probability density contours of σ1 and σ2 also indicate that
they have almost the same magnitude.

In regions B and C, all of the three principal axes are
relatively well defined. The results for region C are consis-
tent with those of Ma et al. (1996) for the Puget Sound area.
The most striking characteristic of the results is that the prin-
cipal stresses are either normal to or parallel with the slab,
indicating that slab-parallel shear stresses are very small. The
marginal PDF for the azimuth of the slab-normal σ1 is spread
out widely in both regions (Fig. 5). This is due to its near-
vertical plunge, which makes it difficult to resolve the azi-
muth. The direction of the least compressive stress σ3 for
both regions is approximately downdip.

To check if the assumption of a uniform stress field is
valid for each region, we divided each region into smaller

subregions and inverted the focal mechanisms within each
subregion (Fig. 6). Dividing regions A and C does not
change the inversion results significantly, validating the
assumption of uniform stress in these regions. The east–west
σ3 orientation in region A and the downdip σ3 orientation in
region C remain robust. In region B, the two subregions
show different stress orientations (Fig. 6), but the orienta-
tions of σ2 and σ3 determined for region B as a whole (Fig. 4)
are about an average of the corresponding axes determined
for the two subregions (Fig. 6). This indicates that the two
slab-parallel principal stresses σ2 and σ3 are similar in mag-
nitude. Therefore, the assumption of uniform stress is also a
reasonable one for region B, although possible small varia-
tions may be averaged out.

In the southern end of the margin, most intraslab earth-
quakes occur near the MTJ (in region D in Fig. 1). After a
number of test runs, we found that using the three subregions
as shown in Figure 7a best illustrates the state of stress and
its spatial variations in this region. In both subregions D1
and D2, σ1 is oriented north–south while σ3 is east–west
(Fig. 7b), consistent with the stresses predicted byWang et al.
(1997) using a model involving a transform push (to be
further discussed in the Transform Push and North–South
Compression Near the MTJ section) for the southernmost
part of the JDF plate. Inverting the focal mechanism solutions
from subregions D1 and D2 together would yield the same
results, but separating them more clearly shows that the

Figure 4. Focal mechanisms (lower-hemisphere equal-area projection) and inversion results for regions A, B, and C (Fig. 1). A great
circle on each stereonet represents the average slab orientation in the region. For the Bayesian inversion results, assuming either 20° or 30°
angular uncertainties in the focal mechanism solutions, black, dark gray, and light gray contours are marginal a posteriori probability density
contours of the σ1, σ2, and σ3 orientations, respectively. The open and filled circles are the mode and mean, respectively, of the three axes
obtained from the 4-D PDF. See Figure 5 for the marginal a posteriori PDF of the azimuth and plunge of the three axes. For results obtained
using Michael’s (1984, 1987) linear inversion method, clouds of black, dark gray, and light gray dots correspond to the 95% confidence
regions from bootstrapping for σ1, σ2, and σ3, respectively. The R value for each inversion result is shown to the upper right of the stereonet.
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effect of the transform push is present both before and
immediately after subduction. However, in subregion D3,
downdip from region D2 and away from MTJ, the orientation
of σ1 changes to slab-normal (Fig. 7b), similar to regions B
and C in northern Cascadia.

Discussion

Here we attempt to identify forces that are responsible
for the inferred intraslab stresses in northern Cascadia and
near the MTJ. In the following discussion, compression or
tension is relative to the lithostatic state. Because the shear
stress on the plate interface (of the order of 100–102 MPa)
(e.g., Wang and He, 1999; Lamb, 2006) is very small when
compared with the lithostatic stress (103–104 MPa), the slab-
normal stress takes nearly the lithostatic value. Therefore, a
slab-parallel stress is either tensile or compressive, depend-
ing on whether it is less or greater, respectively, than the slab-
normal stress.

Net Slab Pull and Downdip-Tension

In all regions except in region A and the shallow part of
region D, the inferred orientation of σ3 is predominantly

downdip. Slab pull, a primary driving force of plate subduc-
tion, is partly and locally balanced by resistance to sub-
duction along the top and bottom of the subducting plate,
but the leftover portion of slab pull, referred to as the net
slab pull, induces downdip-tension in the slab (Fig. 8).
Through geodynamic modeling, Schellart (2004) and Sandi-
ford et al. (2005) show that the net slab pull is only about
10% of the total negative buoyancy of the slab. This net slab
pull is most likely to be the cause for the inferred downdip-
tension in northern and southernmost Cascadia.

In northern Cascadia, basalt-eclogite transformation in
the subducting crust is predicted to occur at ∼40 km depth
(Wada et al., 2008). The transformation causes a large (up to
15%) volume reduction, inducing an equivalent stretch in all
slab-parallel directions within the subducting crust, because
the overlying and underlying rocks do not experience the
same volume reduction (Kirby et al., 1996). Dehydration
of hydrated mantle (serpentinite) along fractures may cause
seismic failure (Kao et al., 2008), but it does not take place
until the slab reaches 80–90 km depths (Hacker et al., 2003;
Wada et al., 2008) and is not expected to cause significant
volume reduction at the slab scale (Wang, Cassidy, et al.,
2004). The result that the slab tends to be in tension in

Figure 5. The marginal a posteriori PDF of (a) the azimuth and (b) the plunge of the principal stresses determined for regions A, B, and C
by assuming a 20° focal mechanism uncertainty. The peak value of each distribution is the mode of the marginal a posteriori PDF; the vertical
dashed line indicates the mean of the 4-D a posteriori PDF. They correspond to the open and solid circles, respectively, in the third column of
Figure 4. The 95% confidence intervals for the three axes are shown using a dotted horizontal line over the peak of each curve.
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the strike as well as downdip directions may imply that me-
tamorphically induced slab-parallel stretch is taking place in
the subducting crust. However, because in our study area
earthquakes occur also in the subducting mantle that is
not expected to experience metamorphically induced slab-
parallel stretch (Cassidy and Waldhauser, 2003; Bolton,
2003; Medema et al., 2004) and because the tension tends
to be slightly greater in the downdip direction, the net slab
pull appears to be a more dominant process controlling in-
traslab stresses at Cascadia.

In comparison, the role of the subduction zone interface
and overriding plate in generating stresses in the JDF plate and
slab may be minor. The shear stress along the plate interface,
included as part of the margin-normal slab resistance, has
been shown to be very small (Wang and He, 1999). The seis-
mogenic part of the interface is presently locked, and numer-
ous geodetic observations indicate that the state of locking is
rather uniform along-strike (Wang et al., 2003; McCaffrey

Figure 6. (a) Regions A, B, and C shown in Figure 1, divided
into subregions. (b) Focal mechanisms and inversion results for the
subregions. In all cases, a 20° uncertainty is assumed for the focal
mechanisms. See Figure 4 for the explanation of symbols.

Figure 7. (a) Region D shown in Figure 1 divided into three
subregions. (b) Focal mechanisms and inversion results for the sub-
regions. In all cases, a 20° angular uncertainty is assumed for the
focal mechanisms. See Figure 4 for the explanation of symbols.
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et al., 2007). There is no evidence in these geodetic observa-
tions and in the stress inversion results presented here for
significant along-strike variations of intraslab stresses due
to heterogeneous locking of the seismogenic zone.

Bending of the slab, that is, an increase in the curvature
of the slab in the downdip direction, should increase down-
dip-tension in the upper part of the slab, but this effect
appears to be small at Cascadia because some of the down-
dip-tension earthquakes occur where the curvature of slab is
no longer increasing or is even decreasing in the downdip
direction (Fig. 2). The reason for the effect of bending to
be small is perhaps the small thickness of the warm JDF slab.
For the same curvature change, a greater bending stress will
be induced in an older and thicker slab.

In subregion B2, where the arching of the slab is most
prominent, the inferred orientation of σ3 is arguably between
downdip and margin-parallel. As discussed earlier, the readi-
ness of the change in the orientations of the slab-parallel σ2

and σ3 over short distances within region B indicates that
they must be similar in magnitude, allowing their orienta-
tions to be affected by other processes such as slab arching.
The slab in a concave seaward subduction zone corner,
as in the case of northern Cascadia, in theory experiences
a margin-parallel compressive membrane stress (Chiao and
Creager, 2002). However, the compressive stress (σ1) in
northern Cascadia as determined from earthquake focal
mechanisms is primarily in the slab-normal direction. If
the compressive membrane stress is indeed present, it must
be overshadowed by other processes. Other proposed or
speculated deformation processes, such as a ramp-flat-ramp
slab geometry in the southern part of region B (Calvert,
2004) and a slab tear in region C (McCrory et al., 2004),
may also affect intraslab stresses locally, although we do not
see strong evidence for them.

Nootka Shear and Strike-Parallel Mantle Resistance
to Slab Motion

The previously discussed tectonic processes do not ex-
plain the east–west orientation of σ3 in region A, the north-
ernmost and relatively shallow part of the JDF slab. We
propose that the tension results from the combined effect
of mantle resistance to slab motion and shear force along
the Nootka fault zone (NFZ) at the northern boundary of
the JDF plate (Fig. 8). The direction of the absolute motion
of the JDF plate relative to the mantle is similar to its relative
motion with respect to North America (Figs. 1 and 8). The
obliquely subducting JDF slab experiences a mantle resis-
tance in both the updip and south directions. Much of the
updip component is locally balanced by the downdip slab
pull, but the southern component is not balanced by a body
force and hence induces a clockwise torque on the JDF plate
(Wang et al., 1997). The northwest-moving Pacific plate ex-
erts fault-normal compression and a small right-lateral shear
force along the Mendocino and Blanco transform faults
(Fig. 1). These forces add to the clockwise torque.

This torque must be balanced by a counterclockwise tor-
que, otherwise the clockwise rotation of the JDF plate around
its center of mass would accelerate. There are three obvious
candidates that may generate a counterclockwise torque: a
northerly increase in margin-normal resistance to slab sub-
duction, a northerly decrease in the slab pull, and a signifi-
cant left-lateral shear force on the NFZ. The faster and less
oblique motion of the slab relative to the absolute mantle re-
ference frame in the north (Fig. 8) may result in a slightly
greater margin-normal mantle resistance to subduction. In
a model of the stress state of the JDF plate prior to subduc-
tion, Wang et al. (1997) showed that this may serve to bal-
ance the clockwise torque (their model V2), but they likely
underestimated the clockwise torque because most of the
subducted slab was not included in their model. Because
the stress inversion results show downdip-tension in the
north (Fig. 4, regions B and C) as well as in the south (Fig. 7),
there is no compelling evidence for the slab pull to be much
smaller in the north, although this possibility cannot be ex-
cluded. Regardless of the potential contributions from the
along-strike variations in slab resistance and slab pull, we
argue that the left-lateral shear force on the NFZ likely plays
an important role in balancing the torque.

The NFZ developed as the Explore plate to the north was
broken off from the JDF plate about 4 Ma ago (Riddihough,
1984). It is a broad shear zone characterized by frequent
occurrence of moderate-size earthquakes (up to M 6.8) of
similar strike-slip mechanisms (Fig. 9) and accommodates

Figure 8. Diagram illustrating intraslab stresses (opposing or
diverging arrows) and forces (white arrows) acting on the JDF plate.
Thin dashed lines with an arrowhead on the incoming plate are ap-
proximate trajectories of absolute plate motion, indicating clock-
wise block rotation with a pole of rotation in the Pacific hotspot
reference frame of Gripp and Gordon (2002) at 39°S 62°E.
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at least 20 mm=yr of left-lateral shear (Riddihough, 1984).
The orientation of the NFZ is highly oblique to the spreading
ridge, and due to its unstable configuration, new faultsmust be
created as the spreading at the ridge continues. Therefore, un-
like transform faults such as theMendocino fault that areweak
in shear, the NFZ accommodates a large shear force. This NFZ
shear can induce a counterclockwise torque on the JDF plate to
balance the clockwise torquediscussedpreviously.Wang et al.
(1997) have shown that other forces such as ridge slide (also
known as ridge push) and basal drag (viscous resistance on the
base of the JDF plate) are less important in controlling stresses
in the JDF plate.

The NFZ shear also affects the deformation of the
Explorer plate northwest of the NFZ. Focal mechanisms of
earthquakes within the Explorer plate are similar to those
along the NFZ (Fig. 9). These earthquakes appear to repre-
sent right-lateral motion of strike-slip faults that are oriented
almost perpendicular to the NFZ. These faults are probably
modern or reactivated transform faults offsetting the Ex-
plorer ridge that forms the northwestern boundary of the
Explorer plate. Different from the Gorda region, the Explorer
plate mechanically is no longer a part of the JDF plate. Its
kinematics are still under debate. According to a widely
accepted model (Riddihough, 1984; Riddihough and Hynd-
man, 1989), it is moving more or less coherently with respect
to North America at about half of the rate of the JDF plate.
According to a later proposed model (Rohr and Furlong,
1995), the Explorer plate no longer exists, with a part of it

captured by the North America plate and the rest by the
Pacific plate. Rohr and Furlong (1995) proposed that a
north-northwest trending right-lateral fault dividing the
Pacific and North America plates has formed from the inter-
sect of the NFZ and JDF ridge to the Tuzo Wilson volcanic
field. The modern seismicity and focal mechanisms (Fig. 9)
appear to be more consistent with the widely accepted model
(see also Braunmiller and Nábělek, 2002), but the ongoing
debate certainly reflects the complexity of this area.

Transform Push and North–South Compression
Near the MTJ

Near the MTJ, the JDF plate prior to and just after sub-
duction (subregions D1 and D2) is under north–south com-
pression. The compression is obviously caused by the
northward-moving Pacific plate pushing against the JDF
plate, balancing mainly the margin-parallel slab resistance
acting on the slab (Fig. 10). This push by the Pacific plate
across the Mendocino transform fault is referred to as the
transform push (Wang et al., 1997). The margin-parallel
mantle resistance integrates along-strike, such that the north–
south compression is the greatest at the southern end of the
JDF plate (Wang et al., 1997). However, as suggested by
Wang and Rogers (1994), strong compression is present only
before and right after the plate starts to subduct. The deeper
part of the slab is free of this effect because there is no longer
a plate to provide transform push from the south. The ab-
sence of the transform push to balance the southerly mantle
resistance to slab motion has important implications to slab
deformation beneath northern California, impacting the de-
bate on whether there is a stretched slab or a slab gap in the
wake of the northward motion of the southern edge of the
JDF plate (ten Brink et al., 1999). According to the results
shown in Figure 7c, the deeper part of the slab is similar to
most of the northern Cascadia, in a slab-pull-dominated state
of downdip-tension and slab-normal compression.

Figure 9. Earthquakes in the Nootka fault zone and Explorer
plate area. Beach balls are moment-tensor solutions for earthquakes
greater than magnitude 4.5 during 1995–2008 (see the Data and
Resources section). Gray dots are other earthquakes (M > 3) during
the same period.

Figure 10. Diagram showing the tectonic structure of the
Mendocino triple junction area and in-plate deviatoric stresses
(thick black arrows) in the southernmost JDF plate. White arrows
are forces acting on the plate.
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North–South Contrast in Slab Seismicity

The near absence of intraslab seismicity in most of
southern Cascadia is still a mystery. There does not seem
to be a drastic difference in the metamorphic states of the
subducting slab between northern and southern Cascadia
as we discussed in the Introduction. Therefore, we are forced
to conclude that the slab in southern Cascadia is less stressed.
In this section, we propose that the seemingly drastic north–
south contrast in seismicity is caused by a small difference in
deviatoric stresses.

There was early speculation that the deeper slab might
be detached in parts of southern Cascadia, resulting in a
nearly zero net slab pull (Michaelson and Weaver, 1986),
but the presence of a subducting slab has been imaged to
∼80 km depth in more recent studies (e.g., Rondenay et al.,
2008). The results of a very large-scale seismic tomography
feature a slab penetrating to much greater depths but with
some apparent holes (Sigloch et al., 2008). However, Roth
et al. (2008) show that at least an apparent hole beneath
Oregon is an inversion artifact. We think that the net slab
pull can be very small even without slab detachment if
the slab is young and warm. A null or even negative net slab
pull has indeed been inferred for the similarly warm subduct-
ing slab at the Nankai subduction zone (Wang, Wada, and
Ishikawa, 2004).

The relatively simple state of stress in regions B, C, and
D3 allows us to speculate on the magnitude of the slab pull
and mantle resistance in Cascadia. The fact that one principal
stress, in this case σ1, is normal to the slab in those regions is
a statement that the shear stresses on the top and bottom sur-
faces of the slab are very small as compared with the litho-
static stress. This is compatible with the low effective mantle
wedge viscosity predicted by thermal modeling (Wada et al.,
2008). By modeling force and torque balance and intraplate
stresses of the JDF plate before subduction, Wang et al.
(1997) already concluded that the strike-parallel mantle re-
sistance (discussed in the Nootka Shear and Strike-Parallel
Mantle Resistance to Slab Motion section) is small, and
by inference the total mantle resistance is also small. It is
the updip component of this small mantle resistance that bal-
ances most of the slab pull. This means that the slab pull
itself must also be very small, consistent with the JDF slab
being young, warm, and thus buoyant. We think a subtle bal-
ance between the two small forces, slab pull and mantle re-
sistance, controls deviatoric stresses in most of the JDF slab.

Overall, deviatoric stresses in the JDF plate seem to be
small except for the northernmost and southernmost areas
(region A and shallow part of region D). This view is con-
sistent with the overall low intraslab seismicity in Cascadia
as compared with most other subduction zones in the world.
Because the deviatoric stresses are small, they vary readily in
response to small spatial changes in tectonic forces. For ex-
ample, a slight decrease in the mantle resistance will result in
a net slab pull, causing downdip-tension earthquakes, and a
slight increase will diminish the net slab pull. According to

this view, the near lack of intraslab seismicity in most of
southern Cascadia is merely a locally but slightly amplified
expression of the overall low intraslab stresses in this sub-
duction zone.

A slightly stronger mantle resistance due to a slightly
higher mantle viscosity can make the net slab pull in most
of southern Cascadia very small. There are some candidate
mechanisms for the variation of mantle viscosity along the
Cascadia subduction zone. For example, the generally cooler
subducting plate may cause a greater increase in effective
mantle viscosity than in slab pull beneath Oregon, and a pro-
posed mantle plume may decrease mantle viscosity in the
north (Xue and Allen, 2007). It is beyond our present knowl-
edge to speculate on specific mechanisms that might cause
variations of mantle viscosity, but we wish to point out that
along-strike variations of physical properties of the mantle
are commonly inferred from seismic imaging of subduction
zones and therefore should not be a surprise for Cascadia.

Conclusion

The state of stress in the subducting JDF slab inferred by
inverting focal mechanism solutions for most of northern
Cascadia is slab-normal compression and downdip-tension.
It is most likely caused by a small net slab pull. An exception
to this is the northernmost area near the NFZ, where the shal-
low part of the slab experiences large east–west tension. We
hypothesize that the tension is a combined effect of the
margin-parallel mantle resistance to the obliquely subducting
slab and the NFZ shear. Near the MTJ, the corner of the
Pacific plate pushes against the southernmost part of the sub-
ducting plate, inducing strong north–south compression. The
north–south compression is observed only in the shallow part
of the slab (<20 km depth); stresses in the deeper part of the
slab are controlled primarily by the net slab pull, similar to
northern Cascadia. Stresses causing earthquakes in most of
the JDF slab appear to be small deviations from the lithostatic
state. The near lack of intraslab earthquakes in most of south-
ern Cascadia is thus merely a more pronounced expression of
the state of low stress in the JDF slab.

Data and Resources

The Oregon State University database of moment-tensor
solutions was searched by using http://quakes.oce.orst.edu/
moment‑tensor (last accessed on 28 October 2008). The
PNSN and NEIC databases of first-motion focal mechanism
solutions were searched by using www.pnsn.org/CATDAT/
focal.html (last accessed on 28 October 2008) and http://
neic.usgs.gov/neis/sopar (last accessed on 1 November
2008), respectively. The rest of the data used in stress inver-
sion are from published sources listed in the references. Focal
mechanism data used in stress inversion and in Figure 3a are
tabulated Ⓔ in the electronic supplement to this article. The
moment-tensor solutions for earthquakes in the NFZ and
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Explorer plate area shown in Figure 9were provided byRistau
(2004) and H. Kao (2008, personal communication).

Statistical analysis was performed by using the R soft-
ware (http://www.r‑project.org/). The code for the Bayesian
inversion was obtained through personal communication
with J. Townend. Figures were generated with the help of the
Generic Mapping Tool (Wessel and Smith, 1995).
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